
Brigadier Robin A F Garnett, OBE 

 

Robin Garnett has just retired fully after a very active career in Rheumatology and 

Rehabilitation Medicine.  He is one of the founding fathers of Rehabilitation Medicine and, in 

1984, he  hosted the original planning meeting for the specialty at the Royal Army Medical 

College, Milbank.  With George Cochrane and Richard Langton-Hewer, he set up the 

Medical Disability Society (MDS) and was elected as the third President of the Society.  

Under his stewardship, the MDS became the British Society of Rehabilitation Medicine.  His 

period of office was also marked with the appointement of a certain Sandy Weatherhead as 

the Society’s secretary (as she was then).   

 

Although Robin’s background was in the Royal Army Medical Corps, he has always been 

very clear as to the role of Rehabilitation Medicine physicians in the NHS.  He built up the 

specialty in the Services and he can be credited with saving the specialty from extinction.  

The planners at the time felt that, without major conflicts, injured servicemen and women 

could be looked after by non-specialised health professionals.  At one point, he was the only 

consultant in R&R.  Fortunately, he recruited, firstly, Graham Hopkins and then me to join 

him.  I was his senior registrar for four years and I can quite honestly say that he taught me 

nearly everything I know about the assessment and multiprfessional management of patients.  

My debt of gratitude to him is immense.  He had a knack of making everything appearb 

simple and he had infinite patience.  He conducted his clinical practice to very high standards 

and he combined his knowledge with a variety of practical skills.  His continuation to work 

beyond normal retirement age is testament to his continung interest in his patients –either that 

or he just needed the money!  I think the former is more likely. 

 

There are many of us, who owe our careers to Robin and it is not an exaggeration to say that 

there are many people in the UK and, particularly, servicemen and women, who would not 

have obtained their specialist rehabilitation programme without Robin’s contribution.  How 

would the Defence Services Rehabilitation have responded so excellently to subsequent wars 

without his vision?  He also singlehandedly set up the casualty evacuation and rehabilitation 

programme for servicement and women during the Falklands War and, for which he was 

honoured with an OBE.  We remember him working through the night and still finding time 

to do the teaching ward rounds at the QE Military Hospital, Woolwich.   

 

In addition, Robin has always maintained his interest in the BSRM and has continued to 

attend meetings, etc.  He has been a stalwart supporter of what we have subsequently 

achieved.  It is thus right and fitting in my view to honour him with a Life Membership in 

recognition and I am delighted and humbled to write this citation for this proposal. 

 

 

Professor Anthony Ward       January 2017 


